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Abstract. The paper describes a new model of MPEG-4 AVC/H.264 encoders.
The model is proposed as a formula that expresses the number of bits per frame
against the quantization step. Proposed are variants of the model for I-, P- and
B-frames as well as for 3 intervals of quantization step values. The model has
been derived from an extensive set of experimental data obtained by encoding
numerous standard test video sequences. Experimental tests have proved good
accuracy of the model proposed.
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1 Introduction
The paper deals with modeling of advanced video encoders that are compliant with
MPEG-4 AVC/H.264 standard [1]. In particular, the proposed models refer to
encoders with compression performance being the same as that of the reference
implementation of a video encoder of the standard MPEG-4 AVC/H.264 [13].
Modeling of video encoders is not only important for general research but it is also
closely related to video encoder control. Despite of huge number of MPEG-4
AVC/H.264 video encoders working worldwide, designing efficient control
algorithms is still a challenge. The basic parameter that is used to control an encoder
is the quantization parameter QP that defines the quantization step size Q for
transform coefficients. A typical goal of adjusting the quantization step size Q is to
match the available channel bitrate. The Q parameter may be adjusted on the frame
level, the slice level as well as on the macroblock level. Adjusting of Q value allows
to control bitrate in a very wide range, e.g. from tens of megabits to tens of kilobits
per second for standard definition video (i.e. 4CIF sequences).
In the informative part of MPEG-4 AVC/H.264 standard, a mode selection
algorithm is described that exploits Rate-Distortion Optimization (RDO) [7]. At its
input, this optimization algorithm needs a value of quantization parameter QP
(directly related to Q), but this value can be determined from the mean absolute
difference (MAD) between the original image and the predicted one. As the MAD
value is unknown until an image is encoded, a linear model for MAD prediction has
been proposed [7]. Then quadratic rate-quantization model is used to calculate QP

value [2]. In fact, many existing rate control schemes use the above described
approaches.
Different approach to rate control was presented by He and Mitra in [5]. They have
proposed to use a linear ρ-domain source model, where ρ denotes percentage of zeros
in quantized transform coefficients. This model has proved to be very accurate in
source content estimation, therefore several new rate control models have been
developed as its variants, e.g. [8, 9]. Unfortunately, direct implementation of this
model inside MPEG-4 AVC/H.264 encoders is quite complicated [4, 9].
The above mentioned models describe relationship between Q values and texture
bits only i.e. bits for quantized transform coefficients. However, so called nontextured bits constitute a substantial portion of the total number of bits in AVC/H.264
bitstream. This number of bits should not be neglected, especially for low bitrates (see
Fig. 1) [10, 11]. Consequently, the encoder models should take both groups of bits
into account. One solution is to apply separate models to texture and non-texture bits,
at the price of higher complexity [6]. Another way is to develop a model for the total
number of bits [10, 12]. In this paper we exploit this second approach.
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Fig. 1. Bitstream components for the reference MPEG-4 AVC/H.264 encoder averaged for all
test sequences (encoder configuration, main profile, group of pictures: IBBPBBPBBPBBP,
CABAC, deblocking filter switched on).

Our proposal is to treat a coder as a “black box” with one input (video sequence)
and one output (bitstream), controlled by only one parameter – Q, and to find an
appropriate mathematical description that allows to estimate the total number of bits B
with high accuracy. Here, number of bits B is the number of bits in the representation
of a single individual frame. Mostly, this number is quite similar for frames of the

same type taken from the same shot, i.e. I-, P- or B-frames taken from the interval
between two scene cuts.
The model considered can be expressed as
(1)
where Φis a respective vector of parameters that depend on current video content and
are obtainable by experimental data analysis.
In earlier papers (e.g. [2]), the authors have already proposed formulas for average
number of all bits per frame within a single shot as well as for texture bits only in
individual frames. In contrary to the above mentioned papers, here, we are going to
derive a formula for all bits in individual frames.

2 Proposed Model

Bitrate [Mb/s]

Our objective is to find the relationship between the number of bits B and
quantization step size Q for a given frame type in a given sequence (Eq. 1). The
relation will be established by analysis of experimental data.
Unfortunately, derivation of the model for the whole allowed range of Q values
turned out to be inefficient (due to large approximation errors). Therefore, the entire
allowed range of Q values has been divided into 3 intervals (Fig. 2, Table 1), and the
model has been derived individually in each interval.
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Fig. 2. Interval limits and experimental curves for 3 test sequences: crew, icon, riverbed. For
the sake of clarity, range of Q and Bitrate have been clipped to 80 and 20 respectively.

The most interesting central interval (Interval 2) covers Q values corresponding
to bitrates from about 1 to 3 Mb/s (Fig. 2). In practical applications, it is the most

useful range of bitrates for standard-definition video, i.e. 4CIF video sequences. Each
test video sequence has a different range of Q values corresponding to the above
mentioned range of bitrates. Therefore, for Interval 2, its low end has been set as the
minimum value of Q that corresponds to 1 Mb/s in all test video sequences (see
Section 3). Similarly the high end of Interval 2 has been set as the maximum value of
Q corresponding to 3 Mb/s.
Table 1. Intervals for quantization step size Q and quantization parameter QP.
Interval
1
2
3

Range of Q
<0.625; 4.5>
<5; 64>
<72; 224>

Range of QP
<0; 17>
<18; 40>
<41; 51>

2.1 Interval 2
For Interval 2, a hyperbolic model is proposed for number of bits per frame B
(2)
where Φ
=[a b c] is the vector of parameters that depend on sequence content. For
these parameters, their values may change significantly at scene cuts. Within a shot,
their values remain similar for all frames of a given type.
2.2 Intervals 1 and 3
For Interval 1 as well as for Interval 3, a cubic model is proposed,
(3)
where Φ
=[d] is the vector with one parameter that depends on video content. The
parameters a1, a2, b1, b2, c1 and c2 are the model constants that exhibits different
values for both intervals and for each frame type (see Table 2). The model constants
have estimated experimentally using a set of test video sequences.
Table 2. Values of universal model constants for Intervals 1 and 3.
Constants
a1
a2
b1
b2
c1
c2

I-frame
-1.65∙10-2
4.58∙103
1.66∙10-1
-2.63∙104
-5.79∙10-1
-2.94∙104

Interval 1
P-frame
-2.39∙10-2
1.49∙104
2.20∙10-1
-8.67∙104
-6.82∙10-1
3.21∙104

B-frame
-1.85∙10-2
3.96∙103
1.73∙10-1
1.07∙104
-5.70∙10-1
-2.08∙105

I-frame
-7.06∙10-8
-2.11∙10-3
4.58∙10-5
8.90∙10-1
-1.07∙10-2
-8.46∙101

Interval 3
P-frame
-1.25∙10-7
8.50∙10-4
7.02∙10-5
-4.22∙10-1
-1.36∙10-2
-6.21∙101

B-frame
-1.49∙10-7
5.08∙10-4
8.11∙10-5
-2.35∙10-1
-1.51∙10-2
-2.97∙101

3 DERIVATION OF THE MODEL
The proposed model has been derived individually for each interval of Q and each
frame type. Function fitting was applied to experimental data collected for a set of 21
test video sequences. In that way function type was derived.
For the same set of 21 test video sequences, the values of model constants (a1, a2,
b1, b2, c1, c2) have been estimated individually in Interval 1 and Interval 3. These
constants have been estimated by minimizing the maximum relative approximation
error over the respective interval of Q values
(4)

(5)
where Bx(Q) denotes the measured number of bits per frame and B(Q, Φ
) denotes the
value calculated from the model.
For both, model type choice and model constant estimation, experimental data
have been collected for 21 various 4CIF at 25Hz and 30Hz sequences. Each test video
sequence consisted of 199 frames. The test video sequences had different motion
characteristics. The following sequences have been used: basket, bluesky, bus, cheer,
city, crew, flow, football, harbour, ice, icon, pedestrian, riverbed, rushhour, soccer,
station2, stefan, sunflower, tractor, universal and warner. All sequences have been
encoded using MPEG-4 AVC/H.264 reference software version JM_13.2 [13] (main
profile, CABAC and RDO enabled, GOP: IBBPBBPBBPBBP). Each sequence has
been encoded with all eligible values of Q. Of course, each value of Q was set
indirectly by properly setting the value of quantization parameter QP. Sequences
bluesky, pedestrian, riverbed, rushhour, station2, sunflower and tractor have been
cropped to 4CIF resolution from their original 720p format.

4 MODEL ACCURACY
In order to measure the accuracy of the model, the mean relative approximation error
has been calculated separately for each encoded frame and for each interval of Q
values. The experiments with additional test video sequences have shown that the
model constants are chosen correctly, i.e. model accuracy remains similar also for the
test material from outside of the initial set of 21 test sequences.
Interval 1
In Table 3, the values of relative approximation error have been shown for Interval 1.
The number in brackets indicates how many parameters the model has, e.g. “cubic
(4)” refers to a version of the model from Eq. 3 with 4 content-dependent parameters

(6)
Here, a, b, c and d are video-content-dependent parameters.
Table 3. Mean (i.e. averaged over all Q values) relative approximation error for Interval 1.

Model

cubic(4)
cubic(1)
cubic(4)
cubic(1)
cubic(4)
cubic(1)

Relative error averaged for all Q values for a given frame [%]
max
min
mean
std. deviation
over all frames
over all frames
over all frames
over all frames
I frame
2.27
0.80
1.52
0.36
70.02
1.16
3.84
7.98
P-frame
9.11
1.77
3.67
1.00
152.16
2.79
7.93
14.50
B-frame
11.59
1.60
3.29
1.39
197.15
2.43
9.29
20.00

The average relative approximation error for the simplified cubic model (with one
content dependent parameter d) is reasonable.
Interval 2
The characteristic parameters of the mean relative approximation error calculated
individually for I-, P- and B-frames have been presented in Table 4.
Table 4. Mean (i.e. averaged over all Q values) relative approximation error for Interval 2.

Frame type
I
P
B

Relative error averaged for all Q values for a given frame [%]
max
min
mean
std. deviation
over all frames
over all frames
over all frames
over all frames
7.36
0.81
1.30
0.55
35.13
0.92
3.11
3.03
55.12
0.89
7.60
6.77

The average relative approximation error is about 1.3%, 3.1% and 7.6% for I-, Pand B-frames, respectively. This proves usefulness and very good accuracy of the
proposed model for encoders in the mostly used range of bitrates and quantization
steps.
Interval 3
For simplified cubic models, for P- and B-frames, model accuracy is poor in Interval
3 (Table 5), in contrary to the two previous intervals. In Interval 3, estimation of the
number of bits is more difficult (especially for P- and B-frames) because for large
quantization steps, numbers of bits are quite low. Therefore even small absolute errors

in the number of bits, yield large relative approximation errors, especially for larger
values of Q. In average, the approximation errors are probably acceptable but there
exist some frames with really huge approximation errors.
Table 5. Mean (i.e. averaged over all Q values) relative approximation error for Interval 3.

Model

cubic(4)
cubic(1)
cubic(4)
cubic(1)
cubic(4)
cubic(1)

Relative error averaged for all Q values for a given frame [%]
max
min
mean
std. deviation
over all frames over all frames over all frames over all frames
I frame
4.40
0.73
1.62
0.49
38.80
1.15
6.06
4.97
P-frame
34.52
0.88
3.20
2.57
380.36
1.57
14.70
31.38
B-frame
42.25
0.00
6.54
4.62
164.15
2.78
38.32
35.64

5 Conclusions
In this paper, a new model for MPEG-4 AVC/H.264 encoders has been described.
This model is given by as a function B(Q), where B is the total number of bits in a
frame. This is the difference with respect to other model described in the references
that have proposed models for transform coefficient bits.
The new model is applicable for bitrate control. Moreover, it can be considered as
a mathematical model of a video encoder that may be used in studies in video
compression.
In this paper, the model parameters have been estimated for standard-definition
video. Nevertheless, similar relations hold for high-definition video as well.
The new model has been obtained by curve fitting that minimized the maximum
approximation error of experimental data. These experimental data were obtained
from extensive experiments with 21 video test sequences. The analysis of this huge
set of experimental data resulted in proposal of the function type that is able to fit well
the experimental data in individual intervals of quantization step size, and for
different picture types. For two intervals, only one model parameter is needed that
depends on sequence content. For these intervals, other parameters have been
estimated as universal constants.
This model can be used to set a value of the quantization parameter QP for a given
number of bits for an I- P- or B-frames. Tests proved that the model mostly fits
experimental data very well in a wide range of bitrates. For the most useful range of
bitrates for 4CIF sequences (Interval 2), the relative approximation error is about
1.3% for I-frames, 3.1% for P-frames and 7.6% for B-frames. For Intervals 1 and
Interval 3, the relative approximation errors are higher when only one contentdependent parameter is used.

We conclude that the proposed model is very accurate for moderate bitrates, i.e. for
bitrates that are mostly used for video broadcasting, e.g. in digital television.
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